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v ' This invention relates to improvements in 
f mechanical, refrigerating apparatus, and 
vmore particularly to an apparatus arranged 

- " and designed for positioning within bever 
l' age dispensing containers of the type com- 
monly termed “root beer dispensing appa- ‘ 
ratus”. _ 

, In beverage dispensing apparatus of the 
_ above type, there is generally provided one 

10 or more syrup supplies, a supply of carbon 
ated water, and a supply of sweet or fresh 
water, and it'is to maintain these supplies 
of syrup, carbonated water, and sweet or 
fresh water at the desired temperature by 

16' a self contained mechanical refrigeration ap 
paratus that the present invention is de 
signed. . 

‘One of the principal objects of thisin 
vention is in the arrangement of the respec 

II tive parts within the dispensing apparatus or 
receptacle whereby the refrigerating unit, 
preferably through conduction, controls‘the 
temperatures of the ?uids within the appa-, 
ratus; another object is to arrange the in 

25 terior chambers or compartments of‘ the ap 
paratus in such manner that accessibility is’ 
easily had to the units for repairing, clean 
ing, re-?lling or. any other punpose. 
A further object is- to provi e la bever 

30v age dispensing apparatus of the above type 
‘adaptable for use in rural districts where‘ 
electricity is available, and which will, with 
out the necessity of’a delivery service of 
manufactured ice, enable the proprietor to 

35‘ dispense. a cool thirst quenching beverage 
either in the form of a mixed drink, .oar-. 
bonated water, or plain water‘. Another ob 
ject is to provide a structure of the above 
type which may be cheaply manufactured 
and operated at little cost; and wherein the 
temperatures of the respective dispensed 

40 

?uids can be maintained at any desired de-' 
gree. Other objects and, advantages of the 
invention will appear as the speci?cation‘ 

45 proceeds.v V _ _. 

~ - With the above and other objects-in view, 
the invention consists in the novel construe-r 
tion and combination of parts hereinafter 
described, illustrated in "the accompanying 
drawings, and set forth in the claim hereto 
appended, it being understood that various 
changes in the form, proportion, size and 
minor details of vconstruction within the 
scope of the claim may be resorted to ‘with 
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out departing from the spirit or sacri?cing 
any of the advantages of the invention. 
To more fully comprehend the invention, 

reference is directed vto the accompanying 
drawings wherein :— I z ' 

Fig._1 is a view in vertical section vof one 
embodlment of my invention. as applied to 

ss_ 

the conventional root beer- dispensing ap- ' 
paratus. ' - 

‘ Fig. 2 is a transverse 
on line 2—2 of Fig. 1, viewed in the direc 
tion of the arrows. ~ ' 

Fig. 3 is a view in transverse detail sec 
tion through the brine well and the inter 
connected cylinders illustrating in dotted 
lines or ‘phantom the frost- or ice layer of 
fresh water, builtlup on the surface of the 
brine well and extending to the fresh water 
coil and the vertical cylinders. _ ‘ 
Referring more particularly to the draw 

ings, wherein like characters of reference 
designate corresponding parts, 1' indicates 
a suitable dispensing apparatus ‘illustrated 
in the form of a cylindrical container hav 
ing a removable cover 2. Exteriorly of the 
container, preferably mounted thereon, is a 7 
suitable mixing faucet or valve 3, conven 
tionally illustrated and of a type well izno'wn 
in the art capable of handling a number of 
?uids either singly or in mixed relation. 

Resting on and extending uprigh: ,Ii‘TQZEEB. 
the base of the container is a ‘3:: ‘for car 
bonated water consisting of the interconnect- v 

sectional ‘view taken ' 
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ed cylinders 4:’ ‘arranged in arcuate forma- , 
tion and provided with the carbonated water 
1nlet__5 and the outlet 7 connected through 
pipe 8 with the valve 3. , 

he end cylinder 42 ‘of the unit 4 is con 
nected with a supply of fresh water 6, and 
from the cylinder extends ae?'esh water coil 
9, the latter surrounding the group of cyl 
inders and connects through a pipe 10 with 
the valve 3. 
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vSupported in any suitable manner within . 
the interior of the container and preferably 
on the rear thereof, as in Fig. 2, is a suit 
able tank 11 formed with a, dependin well 
12 referably arcuate in plan, as in ig. 3, 
wit its forward wall lying in @aced rela_ 
tion to the group of cylinders. The tank 11 
houses a suitable refrigerating unit, coil, or 
boiler 11' of any of the well lmown types 
employed in mechanical refrigerators, and_ 
with the same connect the pipes 14 and 15 
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extending exteriorly of the container 1,‘ and 
connecting respectively with the condenser 
16 and compressor 17 of the conventional 
mechanical refrigerating plant. ' 
The tank 11 and well 12 contain a brine 

or other refrigerating solution 18 and the 
preferred level of which is sut?ciently high 
in tank 11 to envelop the unit 11', as illus 
trated in Fig. 1. 

Resting on and supported by tank his 
a syrup container or receptacle 19 illustrated 
as having an open top, the tank connectin 
with the valve 3 through a pipe 20. , 
As illustrated, the container 1 is normall 

tankv 11 with the brine 22, and the syrup 
container with syrup 23.. With the parts 
arranged as described and illustrated and 
with the motor 24 operating to actuate the 
compressor 17, and with the temperature 
regulator (not shown) set to cause the me- ~ 
chanical refrigerating apparatus to operate 
and cease operatin between ?xed tempera 
tures, the action of the apparatus is as fol 
lows: The lowered temperature of the 
refrigerating unit 11’ removes the heat from 
the brine 22, and causes the temperature 
thereof to drop‘ below the freezing point of 
fresh water. The low temperature of the 
brine 22 in well 18 is conducted through 
the well walls and causes a zone of low tem 
perature preferably below freezing to build 
up around the well 12, and at the same time 
reducing the entire temperature of the body 
of fresh water 21. The fresh water immedi 
ately adjacent to and surrounding the well 
12 will be reduced to the lowest temperature 
of the body of fresh water 21, and this 
water surroundin the well 12 will build 
u in the form 0' an ice or brine layer 25 
o? a thickness depending on the setting of 
the temperature regulator, it being prefer 
able to have the temperature‘ regulator set 
sui?cie'ntly low thatthis ice or brine layer 
‘will extend to the units 4: and coil 9, as indi 
cated in Fig. 3. 

It will thus be observed that the syrup 
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23 in tank 19 is maintained cool by conduc 
tion from brine solution 22, also that the 
carbonated water and freshwater in the 
solution are maintained at a relatively low 
temperature by the frost or ice layer25 
which forms around the well 12. 
The arrangement of the various parts as 

illustrated, within the container 1, enables 
the inspection, removal and repair of the 
unit 4 without disturbing the elements 19, 
11, 11' or 12, and also enables the removal 
of the syrup tank inde endently of these 
units, and without inter ering withpthe unit 

y 4. While the unit 4 has been described as 
?lled to the approximate level of the top of‘ 
the unit 4 with fresh or sweet water 21, ‘the 

one form of a carbonator cooler, it is to 
be understood that other forms of coolers 
or carbonators may be employed and posi 
tioned within the unit 1, just so long as the 
same are adapted for use in an apparatus 
of the described type. _ : . 

.I- claim :-- p - a 

vA cooling apparatus for liquid vdispensers 
comprising a container provided with an 
open toip, 
body 0 liquid therein, a tank supported 
within said container at one side and ex 
tending into said liquid body, said tank 
containing a body of brine, a refri erating 
unit within the tank immersed in the brine 
solution therein, 7 a unit positioned within 
said container in front of said tank, a sec 
ond unit positioned within said container, 
said units being removable from the con 
tainer independently of the tank and 
through each of which unitsa separate body 
of liquid passes, said units lying adjacent to 
said tank whereby the temperature of the 
fluid passing therethrough is controlled by 
conduction from said brine solution through 
vsaid body of vfreshwater, a ?uid receptacle 
lying above and supported by said tank, a 
mixing valve exteriorly of the container, 
and independentv ipes extending from the 
units and receptac e to said mixin valve. 
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vIn testimony whereof I have s1gned my ‘ 
name to this speci?cation. 

_ WILLIAM‘ E. LEIBING'. 


